
Podcasting 101
The Basics for Being a Guest or Starting Your Own



Agenda

• Podcast overview 

• Being a guest 

• Why would you want to start a podcast? 

• How to create your show



Who here listens to podcasts?



What Is a Podcast?

The technical definition:  
 
A digital audio file made available on the Internet for downloading to a 
computer or mobile device, typically available as a series, new 
installments of which can be received by subscribers automatically.



What Is a Podcast?
History:  
 
The term “podcast” is a mashup of “iPod” and “broadcast” and started 
surfacing in 2004. 

In June 2005, Apple opened the Podcast area of iTunes so users could 
easily subscribe to shows and download them to their iPods or computers. 

Today, podcasts are available from many outlets to play on an array of 
devices, including such newcomers as Amazon’s Alexa.



Know Your Why!
It’s important as you decide if and when to use these strategies.



Why would you want to be on a podcast?

Two primary reasons:

• Introduce your books and brand to a new audience 

• Interact with your current audience in a new way



Why would you want to be on a podcast?
Additional Visibility for Your Author Platform



Why would you want to be on a podcast?
Additional Visibility for Your Author Platform



Finding the Right Show(s)
• There are book-related podcasts out there, finding the ones to pitch 

to is similar to approaching a blogger 

• Find shows via Google/iTunes 

• Research the show by looking at the website and listening to recent 
episodes. 

• Make sure the show covers what you want to talk about—whether it’s 
an interview with you, reviewing your book or other ideas you have.



Finding the Right Show(s)
Look beyond book podcasts, such as podcasts that relate to your plot: 

• Places 

• Characters 

• Plot Points 

The key is to study the show and its episodes to make sure you’re 
not wasting your time and the hosts by pitching your idea.



Being a Good Guest

• If you’re an introvert, as most authors are, gather your social energy 
in preparation for the interview. Do what you need to do to charge 
yourself for the social interaction. 

• Even if you don’t know the interviewer, do your best to seem as 
though your having a conversation with a close friend. The more 
conversational you can be, the better.



Being a Good Guest
From Sarah Wendell, Smart Podcast, Trashy Books:

• Think about what you're going to say, and why you're being 
interviewed. New book? New series? Something else?  

• Think of a few bullet points you want to make sure you mention - 
even write them on index cards if you're nervous.  

• You can also ask what kinds of questions will be asked, or what 
you'll be talking about before the interview starts.  



Good Guest: Step by Step

Before the Interview

• Do your homework: Make sure you know the show and the types of 
interviews they do. 

• Know the 1 or 2 points you must make 

• If you have the questions in advance, know your answers.

These tips from ideasonfire.net



Good Guest: Step by Step
During the Interview

• Ensure you have a great phone or internet connection 

• Don’t be afraid to ask the host for help testing your connections and sound. 

• Try to be available to talk via Skype (or similar method) because it will usually sound better 
than a recorded phone call. 

• An internal mic on a computer less than five years old typically has great pickup. 

• Be in a small, quiet room and close the door 

• Turn off notifications on phones, computers, tablets 

• Speak naturally and conversationally

These tips from ideasonfire.net



Good Guest: Step by Step
During the Interview

Most Important

Have Fun!



Good Guest: Step by Step

After the Interview

• Send any shownotes links or images promptly 

• Confirm when the episode will air and get a link so you can share it.

These tips from ideasonfire.net



Shownotes
Shownotes guide listeners to what they heard about during the 
podcast.



Questions?



Why would you to start a podcast?

Your personal “why” is the most important answer.



Why: An Example
From Jeff & Will, Big Gay Fiction Podcast:

• We’re passionate about gay romance fiction 

• We love talking to authors and this lets us do it all the time 

• We wanted to spread the word about the genre 

• It’s a platform to talk about other things we love (movies, TV, 
Broadway, etc.)



Why: An Example

From Sarah Wendell, Smart Podcast, Trashy Books:

• Seriously, I always wanted a radio show, and now I have one. Sort 
of. 😃 I love radio, and I love podcasting.



After the Why
• Be ready to devote time  

Each show will take time to produce. Example: BGFP, on average, takes five hours a week to create 
the 30 to 60 minute show. 

• Says Sarah Wendell: “This is a lot of work. Scheduling, booking, pitching, then recording, editing, 
mixing, producing, uploading, promoting, then starting over again for the next episode.The tools 
are very low cost now, and there are 101 guides to help you get started, but go in knowing this is a 
time and labor commitment.” 

• Get ready to learn — and don’t be afraid of it.  
The learning curve isn’t steep, but there are things you’ll likely need to learn about technology. 

• Be consistent 
The podcast audience expects consistency. Set your schedule and stick to it.  

• Plan to be authentic  
Be yourself. Let your audience get to know you.



Start Easy

Start simply and evolve your show as you learn.



Questions?



Four Elements For Remarkable Podcast
• Authenticity  

What topic do you love? What topic do you love reading about, do you enjoy talking about, will 
you debate for hours? Do you think about it in the shower? What topic can you really dig into and 
love, and put yourself into? 

• Usefulness  
Every episode should do at least one of these things and perferably a combination:  
Educate, Entertain, Inspire 

• Sustainability  
This is the single most important thing that you can do to build an audience. Because the battle 
for audience attention is a war of attrition in which attitude is greater than aptitude. 

• Profitability  
Two elements: you and your audience. You need to cover your costs. Your audience audience 
needs a return on their time investment.

From “Showrunner ‘Short’: The 4 Essential Elements of a Remarkable Podcast”



How to Create
• Define Your Audience of One  

Listeners are looking for one-to-one relationships. Listeners want to have the feeling the 
host is only talking to them rather than a crowd. They want to feel special! 

• Define Your Format

• Interview 

• News & current events 

• Q&A  

• Expert based 

• Or, create your own

These tips from The Beginners Guide to Launching a Remarkable Podcast by Jonny Nastor & Jerod Morris



How to Create
• Name Your Show

• Original and unique 

• Descriptive 

• Easy to pronounce and spell 

• Make sure you can get its web domain

These tips from The Beginners Guide to Launching a Remarkable Podcast by Jonny Nastor & Jerod Morris



The Equipment
Recording sound is a must

Recommended: buy a good quality microphone 

• While a computer’s internal mic is okay, having one specifically for podcasting his better. 

Audio recoding software 

• There’s is good, free software available. 

Call recording software (only needed if you’re doing interviews) 

• Plugins are available for Skype to record calls. 

• Apps are available for iPhone and Android to record calls. 

Many podcasts, including BGFP, list on their website what equipment is used. 
You can see our equipment details at http://www.jeffandwill.com/biggayfictionpodcast/about-jeff-wills-big-gay-
fiction-podcast/ 



Getting Started
Once you’ve got your recording equipment, there’s more to consider.

• Create artwork.  
You need a square logo to be in podcast listings

• Create a website and social media accounts  
For maximum discoverability, you need a website the will be the home of your 
show.

• Decide on your initial in-show elements  
Will you have theme music? Do you need sound effects? Will there be 
bumpers to segment the show? 
These are all optional, but you need to decide what you’re going to start with.



Launch Prep
Select a provider to host your audio files  
You probably can’t use the same host for your website and podcast.  
A podcast host will not only host your file, but distribute it to the podcast aggregators like 
Apple Podcasts, Google Play Music, iHeart Radio, Stitcher, PlayerFM and all the others.

Create your initial episodes  
It’s recommended to release the first two to four episodes simultaneously so listeners can 
become fans quicker. 

Promote the show 
As with launching a book, you want to use every channel at your disposal to announce 
the launch of your show, including blogs, social media and, of course, other podcasts. If 
you understand your audience, you’ll know where to find them.  



Being a Showrunner
• Constantly look for ways to systematize what you do so it's more efficient 

• Leave time in your schedule to manage show activities 

• Plan ahead 

• Keep notes of things you want to talk about each episode--not just the very 
next one, but future as well 

• If you accept guests, do interviews enough in advance so it's not a stress point. 

• Make sure your website details how to get in touch with you and what your 
policies are around guests and submitting to you for review



Using Video

• Video is optional 

• Some podcasts record a video feed of their show so users can 
chose from an audio or video experience 

• You can also create a video feed using just your show logo. 

• The YouTube channel is another point of discoverability



Social Media

• Great way to promote each episode to your followers. 

• Allows a place for people to find and interact with you. 

• Ideal for content between shows 

• Includes promoting your backlist of shows



Patreon
• Many podcasts use Patreon to help pay for production costs. 

• Great way to allow fans to support your show and get special 
benefits 

• When starting, review what podcasts similar to yours are doing so 
you have an understanding of what the audience will go for. 

• We recommend only doing this after you're established.



Questions?



Resources
• Liberated Syndication 

Podcast host and distributor. Offers many how-to webinars for beginners and pros. (http://libsyn.com)

• The Showrunner Podcast 
This podcast is essential for any podcast creator. From their home page you can sign up to get the 
free 9-Step Beginner’s Guide to Launching a Podcast (http://rainmaker.fm/series/showrunner/) 

• Showrunner Short: The 4 Essential Elements of a Remarkable Podcast (http://rainmaker.fm/
audio/showrunner/remarkable-podcasts/) 

• The Creative Penn Episode 314: Podcasting Tips And Tricks With Jerod Morris  
Author Joanna Penn talked with The Showrunner’s Jerod Morris about tips and tricks for guests and 
hosts. (http://www.thecreativepenn.com/2017/03/27/podcasting-tips/) 

• Smart Podcast, Trashy Books  
With over 240 episodes, Sarah Wendell’s show is an inspiration to us and is a great example of a 
show in the romance community.



Happy 
Podcasting


